LABEX ARBRE SCHOLARSHIPS "Forests and their environment" MSc major
Evaluate your costs and apply for a scholarship of 2500 €
3 scholarships of 2500 Euros each will be awarded to the best foreign students registered to the MSc major FEN at AgroParisTech or Université de Lorraine. The selection of the candidates will be based on the following criteria
Priority 1. academic excellence.
Priority 1. career project in international forestry
Priority 2. need for financial support
Be careful: Erasmus students who are not registered at AgroParisTech or Université de Lorraine are not eligible to the scholarships.

To apply, students must

- first register at AgroParisTech or Université de Lorraine. All information provided during the registration process will be used by the jury. So candidates to scholarship must complete first their registration.
To register:


- fill the following form and send it by E mail or mail before june 10th to
  Michèle Besançon
  AgroParisTech
  14 rue Girardet
  54000 Nancy
  France
depnancy@agroparistech.fr
Form

Name: ___________________________________________________________

I apply for a scholarship to LABEX ARBRE

I have applied to other scholarships YES or NO
If yes, what scholarship, what amount, and when are you supposed to receive the answer?
(applicants who have not been honest could be excluded from the program)
- scholarship type ________________________________________________
- amount ________________________________________________________
- decision date ___________________________________________________

Erasmus students that are not registered at AgroParisTech or Université de Lorraine are not eligible. (Erasmus Mundus in European Forestry are)

I have applied for registration at AgroParisTech or Université de Lorraine

Argue to augment your application according to the acceptance criteria:
Priority 1. academic excellence. Priority 1. career project in international forestry, Priority 2. financial needs.
You can re-use your cover letter of registration form or write something new (but we will have also your cover letter so try to be consistent!).
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___________________________________________________________________________
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Date _____________________ Signature ________________________